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MATSU LA JEFA

”The boss lady”

Story Matsu La Jefa belongs to a wine range, where the winegrower of
the label describes the nature of the wine. La Jefa comes from the Toro wine
region in the Duero river valley in north-western Spain. The region’s hot and
dry climate produces rich wines from sand and stones. So few white Malvasia
grapes in the area, that they are harvested here and there from the vineyards
of dark varieties. The age of the vines ranges from 50 to 150 years. The wine
was fermented by natural yeasts in new French 600-liter oak casks and
matured on fine lees. La Jefa means chief and the name is an omen: this is
chief wine.

Producer "We are restless, creative, and rebellious. We are free
thinkers who aim to revolutionize the wine world without losing our essence.
We bottle stories and tell them as we go," says Ricardo Arambarri, CEO of
Vintae. More than just a wine industry company, Vintae is a party you wouldn't
want to miss. Fortunately, the invitation is included in every bottle, and there's
no shortage of bottles. While Vintae's roots lie in Rioja, they operate in 15
different wine regions. Each wine has started as a project that challenges the
traditional way of seeing and making wine. Vintae dares to dream, to try, to
work hard, to change the world, and to have fun. "We are enthusiasts when it
comes to wine. We make it, we drink it, and we even sell it." Vintae is a
captivating company that is rewarding to follow. A visit to any of their locations
is an eye-opening experience. Conversations easily shift from ancient Roman
cellars to ultra-modern winemaking. Vintae is young in age but old in its
roots—an entity that is radical, knowing what it is changing and why.

COLOR Straw yellow colour

AROMA Fragrance of ripe apricot, yellow plum, peach, white currants,
pineapple, honey, anis, vanilla, wax and oak. The fragrance is intense,
versatile and stylish

TASTE Rich on the palate, acidic with a good body, powerful and fruity,
creamy, mature, rich, structured, long and well-balanced. The taste
redefines Malvasia, ot is such a subtle, nuanced, vigorous and silky wine

TIPS FOR USE This rarity is quite the conversation builder, so rarely is
there anything like this. Great wine for grilled fish, for octopus, for paella,
for veal chops, for soft cheeses and grilled vegetables. Suits vegans.

WINE TYPE White wines
GRAPES Malvasia 85%

Verdejo 15%
MANUFACTURER Vintae
ALCOHOL CONTENT 12,5%
SUGAR CONTENT 2,6 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Natural

cork
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

260050
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